
PHYSICS/PART 2

Sound

Introduction

The search for fossil fuels involves sound. Know-

ing how sound waves work helps scientists develop
tools to locate fossil fuels. This exploration can take
place over land, on the continental shelf or in deeper
waters over the continental slope.

The entire industrial world depends on a supply
of energy. Currently, that need is mat primarily by
fossil fuels. As these fuels have become difficult to
locate  and hence more valuable!, the search for them
has moved to a variety of locations.

Students should understand that sonar is used by
the energy companies to map the ocean floor and
help locate sites for drilling. Seismic equipment towed
along the ocean floor is used to map the layers of
rock and find geologic structures that may contain
fossil fuels such as gas and oil.
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Questions
Data Table: VeloClty of SOund Deterrttfhed by
Reflection.
Trial Time ¹ of Taps Time Va time Dist. Velocity

 s! per tap per tap  m!  m/s!
1 10
2 10
3 10

AVG:

o%%d Error - I AVG. - Reference! / Reference! xt 100I
<yo Error-

The speed of sound can be determined by using
this equation. velocity - distance+ time. The distance
that the sound wave traveled was twice the distance
from you to the wall  round trip! The time it took was
one half the time between taps.

Compute the speed of sound for the three trials
and compare your results with a reference value for
the speed of sound in air.

Refttrtence Table for Velocity of
Sound lr3 Dlfferertt Media

Material Speed of Sound
 Bt 20'C!  m/s!

'The Speed Cf SOund in air will increase apprOximately 06 mrS!Or
each increase of 1'C
"The speed of sound in seawater depends on salinity, lemperaiure
and pressure An increase in depth of t,octo meters w II increase ihe
velacity by appraximately 18 mrs Every 1 perCent inCreaae in Salini-
ty inCreaSeS the vefcotty by 15 m/S Each 1 C nee in temperature
increases the velocity by 4 mfs,
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Air'

Helium
Water
Sea Water"

Hard Wood
Steel

343
1005
1440
1560

4000  approx.!
5000  approx !

1. How much time would elapse between a sonar
system's "ping" on the surface and the return of the
echo if the depth of the ocean was 750 meters?

2. How much time would elapse between a sonar
system's "ping" on the surface and the return of the
echo if the depth of a lake is 450 meters?

3. How deep would the Atlantic Ocean be beneath
your ship if the time between your sonar's ping and
the return of the echo was consistently 4.5 seconds?

4, How far away would you estimate a bolt of lightning
struck the earth if you heard the thunder eight
seconds after you saw the lightning?

5. What is the minimum time it would take an
autofocus camera using a sonic ranging device tc
determine the distance to an oblect that is 40 feet
from the camera?
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Competency Factors/RefererIces

References
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Competency Indicators
PhysicelAcademic�

1,1 know how to solve problems using basic algebra
and trigonometry;

1.1.1 solve algebraic equations utilizing mathematical
formulas and expressions,

1.4 know of recent advances, career potentials and
current societal issues in physics;

2.4 know how to quantify work, power and mechanical
energy;

2.4.4 calculate the potential and kinetic energy of a
body at rest and in motion;

5.1 understand the general properties of wave
phenomena;

5.1.2 describe types of wave phenomena and modes
of propogation;

5.2 know how to investigate and describe sound in a
quantified n1anner;

5.2.2 make calculations relating velocity, wavelength,
frequency and penod of sound waves, and

5,2.4 calculate and verify the time for an echo return.
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